. Variation in P2 H-bond distance: rotation about the His C α -C β bond. Figure S4 ). It is located directly behind the Cu-S(Cys) bond, looking along the S(Cys)-Cu axis. In the blue, π-case, the S(3p) orbital interacting with the Cu(dx 2 -y 2 )
orbital is out-of-plane with respect to the C β -S bond. This necessitates an interaction with an out-of-plane orbital (with respect to the N-C-O plane) of the P2 amide (Figure 8, middle) . In the green, σ-case, the S(3p) orbital interacting with the Cu(dx 2 -y 2 ) orbital is roughly in-plane with respect to the C β -S bond. This directs the S(3p) orbital at the H atom of the N-H bond. These differences in coupling to the P2 amide between green and S5 blue are also observed in the P2 amide coefficients of the T1 Cu β-LUMO (Supporting Information Table S6 ). Specifically, note: 1) the much large N and C coefficients for blue vs. green, and 2) the larger H character for green relative to blue. It is thus the difference between the S(3p(π/σ))/P2(amide) interaction that leads to O(p)-character activation for the green site and no O(p)-character for the blue site. This hypothesis can be tested using a simple model, which can gauge the interactions between anionic 2p orbitals (of a fluoride in this case) and an isolated amide. From this simple model, the general orbital interactions outlined here for blue vs. green T1 sites are reproduced.
When an anionic 2p orbital interacts with the out-of-plane N orbital of the amide (as in the blue site), this does not result in O(p)-character (Supporting Information Figure   S5 , top, Nπ). However, when the anionic 2p orbital is allowed to interact with the N-H inplane orbital (as is the green site), O(p)-character is activated (Supporting Information Figure S5 , middle, Nσ 1 ). Interestingly, the O(p)-character in this case is directed in-plane with respect to the amide, which would be perpendicular to the N-H group of the T2 His, an orientation that would not be productive in mediating superexchange. However, twisting the anionic 2p orbital out-of-plane (with respect to the amide) has the effect of twisting the N-H in-plane orbital so that it becomes partially out-of-plane (Supporting Information Figure S5 , bottom, Nσ 2 ). This type of interaction (Nσ 2 ) is in fact present for the green site and can be seen in Figure 8 of the main text. Thus, the twist in the N-H orbital rotates the O(p) character towards a more favorable orientation relative to the N-H of the T2 His, which results in the high orbital overlap necessary for superexchange. . Structural overlays of T1/T2 of NiR and 'MCOs': Rotation of P2 in the T2(NiR) containing P-P1-P2-B and P-P1-P2-G models. Figure S8 . H DA (A) and S(p)-character dependence on HF exchange for the P-P1-P2-B (blue) and P-P1-P2-G (green) models from Section 3.2.1.
The dependence of H DA on the amount of HF is given in Supporting Information Figure   S8A , while the dependence of S(p)-character on HF % is given in Supporting Information Figure S8B . Both H DA and S(p)-character decrease as the amount of HF exchange increase, and the calculated H DA for the blue site is more sensitive than the green site (for the green site, decreasing the amount of HF below 32% leads to interaction of valence orbitals without charge tuning). This reflects the greater sensitivity of the S(p)-character for the blue relative to the green site (Supporting Information Figure S8B ). Thus, it is important to first calibrate the calculation of H DA to the amount of HF exchange that reproduces the experimental blue T1 covalency obtained from S K-edge XAS data. Tables   Table S1 . To perform the fragment analyses, models were divided into three fragments: 1) the bridge (including both the S(Cys) and N(His) ligands); 2) the T1 site (including the T1 Cu and 2N(His)); and 3) the T2 Cu site (including the T2 Cu, 2N(His), and H 2 O). Out of resonance, three fragment orbitals contribute to the T1 β-LUMO: Frag1_53 (50 %), Frag2_50 (38 %), and Frag2_48 (9 %) (Supporting Information Table S4); and three major fragment orbitals contribute to the T2 β-LUMO: Frag3_55 (73 %), Frag3_56 (10 %), and Frag1_47 (8 %). For the T1 Cu, the major fragment orbitals, Frag1_53 and Frag2_50 are shown in Supporting Information Figure S2A . Importantly, Frag1_53 is an occupied bridge orbital while Frag2_50 is the virtual Cu(3dx 2 -y 2 ) orbital. Expansion of 
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